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On the basis of the complex-scaled Floquet formalism, metastable states in intense laser fields are investi-
gated by tracing the motion of resonance poles on the complex-energy Riemann surface. We analyzed a model
system, in which an electron trapped in a one-dimensional potential well is exposed to an intense laser field.
The formation of light-induced states~LIS! is found to be ubiquitous for a wide range of laser frequency. The
mathematical origin of LIS, however, depends on the laser frequency. When the laser frequency is tuned to or
lower than the one-photon ionization threshold, the LIS originates from a shadow pole of the original bound
state. In such a case, the LIS’s are predicted to be experimentally detectable as intense peaks in photoelectron
spectrum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, the science of intense laser fields@1,2#
has led to many discoveries of various phenomena originat-
ing from nonperturbative interaction between molecules and
photon fields. For instance, formation of dressed states@3,4#,
above-threshold dissociation@3#, above-threshold ionization
@1,5#, tunnel ionization@1,6#, and Coulomb explosion@7,8#
have intensively been investigated by many experimentalists
and theoreticians. Intense laser fields open a doorway to the
quantum control exempted from restrictions originating from
intrinsic characters of atomic and molecular electronic states.
Recently, a symbolic experiment has been reported@9#: The
closed-loop optimal control technique combined with intense
fields has successfully realized bond-selective molecular dis-
sociation and rearrangement. This has proven that the use of
intense laser gains the advantage over the conventional pho-
tochemical method.

Recently, experimental preparation of an intense laser
pulse has been routinely done particularly in the domain of
low frequency ranging from 1014 to 1015 s21, and a consid-
erable number of experiments have been reported. From the
theoretical point of view, atomic and molecular behavior in
the low-frequency domain can be understood on the basis of
electronic states in a static field and their adiabatic changes
in accordance with the oscillation of field@10#.

On the other hand, experimental studies in the domain of
high frequency are lacking due to experimental difficulties.
From the theoretical point of view, high-frequency intense
fields can be treated by the Kramers-Henneberger approxi-
mation@11–13#, and several theoretical works have predicted
intriguing phenomena, such as stabilization@14–16#, radia-
tive distortion of atomic@17–19# and molecular@20,21#
wave functions, and alignment of molecules@20,22#. The
Kramers-Henneberger approximation is based on the follow-
ing physical picture: Intense laser fields modify the potential-
energy function that governs the electron motion in atoms
and molecules. The modified potential-energy function could
give rise to extra electronic states. Such a possibility has

been discussed by several authors@16,23–26#. The electronic
states thus formed in the presence of light field are called
light-induced states~LIS’s!. The character of LIS’s would
differ from that of atomic and molecular eigenstates, and in
the nature of things, it depends sensitively on the intensity
and frequency of laser fields. The use of LIS’s could open
unexplored aspects of quantum control.

No experimental observation of LIS’s has been reported
so far. Further theoretical study is needed in order to answer
the question: Whether LIS’s are experimentally detectable in
the realistic condition or not? In the present study, we discuss
the origin, character, and detectability of LIS’s by analyzing
electron scattering in intense fields.

Under laser fields of a finite intensity, all the atomic and
molecular bound states are subject to photoionization and
inevitably become metastable states. They are resonances
from the scattering theoretical point of view@27#, and are
identified as poles of resolvent,G(E)5(E2H)21, in the
appropriate domain of complex-energy Riemann surface
called a ‘‘resonance sector.’’ In general, the resolvent has
poles outside the resonance sector. Such poles have no physi-
cal meaning, and we hereafter call them ‘‘ghost pole.’’

By changing the laser intensity, the poles move about on
the Riemann surface. Therefore, a ghost pole would become
a resonance pole, and vice versa. This indicates the birth and
death of metastable electronic states. An LIS is identified as
the pole that enters the resonance sector when one increases
the laser intensity. By tracing the precursor ghost pole in the
limit of null field, one can discuss the origin of LIS’s. In fact,
Fearnside, Potvliege, and Shakeshaft have analyzed a one-
dimensional model mimicking the Cl2 ion under irradiation
of ArF laser@28#, and have shown that the LIS pole corre-
lates with a virtual pole@27#, which is a kind of ghost pole,
in the limit of null field.

We numerically solve the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation based on the complex-scaled Floquet formalism.
Therefore, we are able to calculate the pole positions for a
wide range of laser frequency and intensity, and grasp sys-
tematic behavior of metastable states in intense laser fields.

In the present paper, we analyze a model system mimick-
ing an atom in an intense field: An electron trapped in a
one-dimensional potential well is exposed to an intense laser*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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field. Although the model is very simple, several nontrivial
phenomena are seen including the formation of LIS’s. By
increasing laser intensity with fixed frequency, the trajecto-
ries of poles on the complex-energy Riemann surface are
obtained, and the behavior of LIS’s is analyzed. We studied
the case wherein the laser frequency is equal to or lower than
the one-photon ionization threshold, i.e.,v<E0 /\, where
E0 is the binding energy of the original bound state in the
null field. The LIS is found to originate from a shadow pole
of the original bound state. We calculated photoelectron
spectra, and found that LIS’s are most clearly be observed
when one uses the laser withv;E0 /\.

II. MODEL AND BASIC CONCEPTS

A. Model system

We analyze a simple model mimicking an atom: An elec-
tron is trapped in a one-dimensional potential well,

U~x!52
1

cosh2 x
, ~1!

which gives rise to only one bound state atE52 1
2 . As will

be discussed later, it is important to choose an appropriate
gauge for describing systems in intense laser fields. In the
momentum representation, one can easily carry out gauge
transformations. We, therefore, employ the momentum rep-
resentation. The potential function, Eq.~1!, in the momentum
representation has a simple analytic form,

^puUup8&5U~p82p!52
p82p

2 sinhH p

2
~p82p!J . ~2!

In the presence of laser field, the system is described by the
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation,

i
]

]t
C~p,t !5H~p,t !C~p,t !5

1

2 S p1
1

c
A~ t ! D 2

C~p,t !

1E
2`

1`

dp8U~p82p!C~p8,t !, ~3!

where the vector potentialA(t) is given by

A~ t !5
cF

v
cosvt, ~4!

p denotes the momentum,F is the strength of electric field,v
is the laser frequency, andc is the light velocity. The atomic
units are employed. The dipole approximation is adopted,
i.e., x dependence of the vector potentialA(t) is ignored.

B. Floquet formalism

According to the Floquet theorem@29,30#, the solutions of
time-periodic Schro¨dinger equation, Eq.~3!, can be repre-
sented as the quasienergy state~QES! of the form

C~p,t !5e2 iEtF~p,t !, ~5!

whereF(t12p/v)5F(t). From Eqs.~3! and ~5!, one can
derive the equation

S H~p,t !2 i
]

]t DF~p,t !5EF~p,t !. ~6!

This equation indicates that the functionF(x,t) is an eigen-
function of the Floquet Hamiltonian

HF[H~p,t !2 i
]

]t
. ~7!

Since the Floquet eigenfunctionF(p,t) is time periodic, it
can be expanded in the Fourier series. By introducing the
inner product

^ f ug& t5
v

2p E
0

2p/v

f * ~ t8!g~ t8!dt8, ~8!

the Fourier series expansion can be interpreted as the basis-
set expansion with the basis set$einvt%, and can be expressed
in Dirac’s notation as

F~p,t !5 (
n52`

`

un&^nuF& t5 (
n52`

`

Fn~p!un&, ~9!

where Fn(p)[^nuF& t and un&[einvt. The Floquet eigen-
function F(p,t) is regarded as a stationary vector in the
extended Hilbert space equipped with the generalized inner
product,

^̂ f ug&&5
v

2p E
0

2p/v

dt8E
2`

1`

dp f* ~p,t8!g~p,t8!. ~10!

The set of Floquet eigenfunctions entirely spans the extended
Hilbert space@30#. On the basis of this framework, one can
formulate a time-independent scattering theory for time-
periodic systems@36#. We adopt such a formalism for simu-
lating photoelectron spectra in intense laser fields in Sec. V.

By substituting Eq.~9! into Eq. ~6!, one obtains the
Floquet-coupled equation

$H01nv2E%Fn~p!2(
m

Hm2nFm~p!50, ~11!

where

Hm5
v

2p E
0

2p/v

H~ t8!eimvt8dt8.

One can thus convert a time-periodic system, Eq.~3!, into a
multichannel stationary problem, Eq.~11!, by virtue of the
Floquet theory.

Although the laser fields are treated as classical electro-
magnetic fields in the above formalism, one can use the no-
tion of photons on appropriate occasions. Each Fourier com-
ponent in Eq.~9! can be interpreted as the photon-number
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state@29#. Usually, the QES is a superposition of many dif-
ferent photon-number states and is called the ‘‘dressed’’
state.

C. Multichannel resonance and Riemann sheets

From the scattering theoretical point of view, atomic and
molecular eigenstates are defined as the poles of resolvent,
G(E)5(E2HF)21. The resolvent has branch points at ev-
ery channel thresholds, and one needs to consider Riemann
sheets. As mentioned briefly in Sec. I, the physical meaning
of the pole depends on the sheet which it inhabits.

In single-channel problems, the complex-energy Riemann
surface is composed of two sheets. Each sheet is specified by
the sign of the imaginary part of momentump. For
N-channel problems, one needs to specify the sign of each
channel momentumpn , and the Riemann surface is com-
posed of 2N sheets. Each sheet is identified by the set of
signaturesS5(s1 ,s2 ,...,sN), wheresn denotes the sign of
Im pn .

In the asymptotic regionx→6`, the multichannel wave
function of resonance satisfies the Siegert boundary condi-
tion, i.e., it should behave as outgoing wave in the open
channels and should vanish in the closed channels. It follows
that the multichannel resonance pole should be on the sheet
specified asS with sopen52 andsclosed51. Such a sheet is
called the resonance sector.

In multichannel problems, each bound state or resonance
pole is accompanied by a series of shadow poles@31#. Sup-
pose that there is a bound-state pole on the physical sheet in
the uncoupled system. When the coupling is switched on,
poles arise on the other sheets at almost the same complex
energy. These poles are called ‘‘shadow’’ poles. The shadow
pole is a kind of ghost pole, and a cogent candidate for the
origin of LIS’s @32#.

D. Method of numerical calculation

The pole positions were numerically obtained in accor-
dance with the complex-scaling Fourier-grid Hamiltonian
~CSFGH! method by Yao and Chu@16#. The only difference
between their method and ours is in the choice of gauge. Yao
and Chu carried out their calculation in the acceleration
gauge, but we employed the velocity gauge. In the velocity
gauge, the Floquet-coupled equation, Eq.~11!, contains van-
ishing Hn (unu>2), while all theHn’s are nonvanishing in
the acceleration gauge. This difference affects the conver-

gence of calculation. By using the momentum representation,
the gauge transformation can easily be carried out as the
need arises.

We briefly describe the CSFGH procedure in the present
study. In the velocity gauge, the Floquet-coupled equation,
Eq. ~11!, is expressed as

$H01nv2E%Fn~p!2H1Fn11~p!2H21Fn21~p!50,
~12!

where

H05
p2

2
1E

2`

`

dpE
2`

`

dp8up&^puUup8&^p8u, ~13!

and

H115H215
pF

2v
. ~14!

In order to find the QES satisfying the Siegert boundary
condition, the Floquet-coupled equation was transformed by
the complex scaling in the momentum spacep→pe2 iu @33#.
The momentump was discretized as

pm5mDp ~m52m,2m11, . . . ,0, . . . ,m21,m!.
~15!

The total number of grid points isNp52m11. The resultant
matrix representations of the operatorsH0,61 are given by

^pmuH0upn&5
pm

2

2
e22iudm,n

2
~pn2pm!e2 iu

2 sinhH p

2
~pn2pm!e2 iuJ Dpe2 iu

~16!

and

^pmuH61upn&5
pmF

2v
e2 iudm,n . ~17!

In this manner, the Floquet-coupled equation is converted
into the eigenvalue problem of the Floquet Hamiltonian ma-
trix,

HF[S �

H012\vI H 11 0

H21 H01\vI H 11 0

0 H21 H0 H11 0

0 H21 H02\vI H 11

0 H21 H022\vI

�

D , ~18!
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where I is the Np3Np unit matrix. Due to the above
complex-scaling transformation, the Floquet Hamiltonian
matrix HF is complex symmetric, and gives complex eigen-
values. We solved the eigenvalue problem ofHF . The com-
plex eigenvalues give the pole positions, and the eigenvec-
tors correspond to the resonance wave functions.

In the calculation of pole trajectories described in Sec. III,
the spacing of grid,Dp, was chosen to be 0.15, the total
number of grid points,Np , was 101, and the total number of
Floquet blocks,NF , was 21. These parameters led to suffi-
cient convergence of the complex eigenvalues within the
relative uncertainty of 1024. The position of the pole was
determined by the variational principle with respect to the
parameter of complex scaling,u @33#. In the simulation of
photoelectron spectra described in Sec. V, more fine spacing
(Dp50.05) and more grid points (Np5301) were used.

III. TRAJECTORIES OF POLES AND THE ORIGIN
OF LIGHT-INDUCED STATES

A. Trajectories of poles on the complex-energy
Riemann surface

Positions of poles on the complex-energy plane are deter-
mined by the CSFGH calculation with many different laser
intensities and fixed frequency. Trajectories are drawn by
connecting these pole positions. They indicate the adiabatic
changes of each resonance state when the laser intensity is
changed at an infinitely slow rate. In Figs. 1–3, the trajecto-
ries for six different laser frequencies are shown.

In these figures, the symbolTn indicates the threshold of
the nth Floquet channel,E5n\v. We specify each trajec-
tory by using the symbolFN

(s23 ,s22 ,s21) . The superscript
indicates the sheet on which the pole exists. The three signa-
turess23 , s22 , s21 are sufficient to specify the resonance
sector in the region ofT23<Re(E)<T0. The subscriptN
indicates that the pole trajectory comes to the pointE5E0
1N\v on the real axis in the limit of null field. For instance,
the pole denoted byF0

S comes toE5E0 , i.e., correlates with
the bound state atE5E0 in the limit of null field. The num-
bers written along trajectory are the values of the pondero-
motive radiusa5F/v2, which is the amplitude of classical
quiver motion of electrons driven by laser fields@12#. Since
each pole trajectory has as a fixed value of frequencyv, the
value ofa is useful to indicate the laser intensity.

Due to the time periodicity of the Hamiltonian, the energy
spectrum has a translational symmetry with the period of\v
in the direction of real axis. In Figs. 1–3 we display only
F0

S , and the other trajectories are omitted for the sake of
simplicity. For instance, the trajectory ofF11

(222) , existing
in the region ofT21,Re(E),T0, is not displayed in Fig. 1.

B. Origin of a LIS and its shift with changing laser frequency

The trajectories in the case of\v50.55 are shown in Fig.
1~a!. The resonance stateF0

(222) correlates with the original
bound state in the limit of null field. Thus the trajectory of
F0

(222) represents the adiabatic change of the original
bound state. In the vicinity ofa50, the lifetime of resonance

stateF0
(222) decreases with increasinga. When the laser

intensity exceeds the critical valuea;1.4, the pole trajec-
tory goes upwards, i.e., the lifetime increases with increasing
a. Such a phenomenon is known as stabilization@14–16#.

On the other hand, the resonance stateF0
(221) appears on

the resonance sector ata50.4. It lies outside the resonance
sector when 0<a,0.4, and can be identified as a LIS. This
LIS also exhibits stabilization whena.2.2. Whena,0.4,
the LIS pole becomes a ghost pole, and seems to merge with
the pole of the original bound state atE520.5. This implies
that the LIS poleF0

(221) originates from a shadow pole of
the original bound state. Such merger of pole trajectories of
F0

(222) and F0
(221) is also found in the case of\v

50.45.
The case of\v50.45 is displayed in Fig. 1~b!. One finds

the pole trajectories similar to the case of\v50.55. The
merger of two trajectories atE520.5 is again seen. In this
case, however, the state staying in the resonance sector in the
limit of a→0 is notF0

(222) but F0
(221) . Namely,F0

(221)

represents the resonance state adiabatically grown from the
original bound state, whileF0

(222) is identified as a LIS.

FIG. 1. Pole trajectories on the complex-energy plane with
changinga from 0.0 to 5.0.TN denotes theN-photon threshold,
Re(E)5N\v. ~a! The case ofv50.55, and~b! v50.45.
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For both the cases ofv50.55 and 0.45, a pair of pole
trajectories,F0

(222) andF0
(221) , has essentially the same

shape. The pair, however, exchanges the role whenv is
switched from \v,E0 to \v.E0 . Namely, the branch
F0

(222) adiabatically correlates with the original bound state
in the case ofv50.55, but becomes the LIS in the case of
v50.45.

At the onset of laser fielda;0, the branchF0
(222) runs

left downwards, while the branchF0
(221) right downwards.

Consequently, the resonance position of the original bound
state exhibits a positive shift in the case of\v50.55.E0 ,
but a negative shift in the case of\v50.45,E0 . This is
consistent with the fact that the sign of ac Stark shift changes
at the one-photon ionization threshold\v5E0 @34#.

In summary, a pair of pole trajectories sprouts from the
pole of the original bound state on a different Riemann sheet.
One of them corresponds to the adiabatic change of the origi-
nal bound state, and the other is the origin of LIS’s.

C. Encounter and switch of pole trajectories

In this section, we discuss the cases of lower laser fre-
quency. We begin with the case of\v50.35 shown in Fig.
2~a!. BesidesF0

(222) andF0
(221) , another poleF0

(211) is
seen in the domain ofT23,Re(E),T22. The latter is again

connected with the former pair atE520.5. In other words,
three pole trajectories are grown from the original bound
state atE520.5. These three poles are located on three
different Riemann sheets, and two of them are shadow poles
of the original bound state. As in the case ofv50.45, it is
F0

(221) that correlates with the original bound state. The
resonance poleF0

(221) leaves the resonance sector when
a53.2, and becomes a ghost pole. It comes back to the
resonance sector ata53.4, and becomes a resonance again.
This implies the death and resurrection of the resonance
state. The other polesF0

(222) andF0
(211) are LIS’s.

Due to the translational symmetry with respect to Re(E),
the LIS F12

(222) , indicated by a dotted curve in the figure,
has the same physical content asF0

(211) in the domain of
T21,Re(E),T0. The LIS’sF0

(222) andF12
(222) encounter

with each other whena is at around 2.5. These two LIS’s
should be interacting with each other since these states have
the same parity. This point will be discussed in Sec. IV by
analyzing the wave functions of these resonance states.

In the case of slightly lower frequency\v50.325 shown
in Fig. 2~b!, the topology of the encounter changes. The pair,
F12

(222) andF0
(222) , seem to switch. It indicates that these

two resonance states exchange their characters. Such an ex-

FIG. 2. The same as Fig. 1.~a! v50.35, and~b! v50.325.
FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 1.~a! v50.275, and~b! v50.225.
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change is clearly reflected in the wave functions as discussed
in Sec. IV.

When the frequency is set to a much lower value, the
resonance sectors become much narrower. Figure 3~a! dis-
plays the case of\v50.275. The poleF0

(221) , which is
grown from the original bound state, stays in the resonance
sector only when 0,a,1.4, 2.4,a,3.4, and 3.6,a
,5.0. Namely, the death and resurrection occur twice. Two
LIS’s, F0

(211) and F0
(222) , are seen. When one further

lowers the laser frequency to\v50.225, the trajectory cor-
relating with the original bound state again shifts from
F0

(221) to F0
(211) as can be seen in Fig. 3~b!. This indi-

cates that the shift in the role of the pole occurs atv
5E0/2\ as well as atv5E0 /\ @Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#. We can
infer that the shift occurs at everyn-photon ionization thresh-
old v5E0 /n\ (n51,2,3,...).

The poleF0
(222) does not enter any resonance sector in

the case of\v50.225. On the other hand, a newcomer,
F0

(111) , appears, and it behaves as a LIS. In this way, there
are poles entering as well as leaving the resonance sector,
and at least one LIS pole is always on the resonance sector
even in the case of low frequency. This implies that the for-
mation of LIS’s is an ubiquitous phenomenon in intense laser
fields.

D. Summary of the behavior of pole trajectories

The formation of LIS’s has been predicted on the basis of
the Kramers-Henneberger picture@23,24,26#, which is valid
only in the high-frequency fields. The present results show
that the formation of LIS’s occurs not only in the high-
frequency domain, but also in the low-frequency domain,
and is ubiquitous. It suggests that goodness of the Kramers-
Henneberger picture is not required for the formation of
LIS’s.

The present results show that the LIS’s originate from the
shadow poles of the original bound state in the case of\v
<E0 . This is consistent with the results of Fearnside, Potv-
liege, and Shakeshaft in which LIS’s originate from virtual
states in the case of\v;2E0 , but from shadow poles of the
original bound state in the case of\v<E0 @28#.

Corresponding to the existence of the shadow pole on
each Riemann sheet, branches of trajectory sprout from the
original bound state. We hereafter call the branches alto-
gether ‘‘pole-trajectory manifold.’’ At everyn-photon ioniza-
tion thresholdv5E0 /n\, the branch adiabatically correlat-
ing with the original bound state is found to shift as
F0

(222)→F0
(221)→F0

(211)→¯ . The other branches are
the origins of LIS’s.

In the case of smallv, the encounter and switch between
pole trajectories occur frequently and in a complicated man-
ner due to the small interval between adjacent Floquet
blocks. Thus, resonance states would be subject to strong
interaction and mixing.

Negative ions generally have a small number of bound
states. The short-range potential model including ours is of-
ten regarded as mimicking negative ions@16#. Here, it is
worthwhile to remark on neutral atoms. All neutral atoms

have an infinite number of bound states. We need to gener-
alize the above findings to systems with a plural number of
original bound states. In such a case, one has only to con-
sider the pole-trajectory manifold for each original bound
state and the interaction among manifolds. Since the direc-
tion of the resonance energy shift is generally opposite be-
tween the LIS and original state, one can distinguish the LIS
from original states even when the number of original bound
states is large. Difficulty in the generalization to realistic
atoms would arise from many-electron character. In general,
the importance of electron correlation is demoted by laser
fields.

IV. CHARACTERS OF RESONANCE STATES

A. Kramers-Henneberger representation

In this section, we examine the resonance eigenvectors
and discuss the physics underlying the phenomena described
in the preceding section.

As will be seen, the eigenvectors in intense laser fields are
very complicated superpositions of the null-field eigenstates,
and it is difficult to base an interpretation on the character of
wave functions. In such a case, the Kramers-Henneberger
~KH! state in the acceleration gauge~the KH representation!
is a useful alternative, particularly in the limit of high fre-
quency@11,12#.

In the acceleration gauge, the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation is written as

i
]

]t
C~p,t !5

p2

2
C~p,t !1 (

n52`

`

einvtE
2`

1`

dp8U~p8

2p!Jn@a~p82p!#C~p8,t !, ~19!

whereJn(p) is thenth order Bessel function. In the limit of
high frequency, the Floquet-coupled equation in the accelera-
tion gauge can be decoupled and reduced to the stationary
Schrödinger equation with the Kramers-Henneberger Hamil-
tonian

HKH5H05
p2

2
1UKH , ~20!

whereUKH is the Kramers-Henneberger potential defined by

UKH5E
2`

1`

dpE
2`

1`

dp8up&U~p82p!J0@a~p82p!#^p8u.

~21!

The eigenstates ofHKH are called KH states. Although the
KH states are exact eigenstates only in the limit of high
frequency, they are expected to work as a good basis set in
intense laser fields.

B. Assignment of resonance states in the KH representation

By expandingFn(p) @see Eq.~6!# with KH states$f i
KH%,

the Floquet eigenvectorF(p,t) in the acceleration gauge can
be expressed as follows:
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F~p,t !5 (
n52`

`

Fn~p!un&

5 (
n52`

`

(
i

uF i
KH&^f i

KHuFn&un&

5 (
n52`

`

(
i

cn
i uF i

KH&un&

[ (
n52`

`

(
i

cn
i uf i

KH ,n&&, ~22!

wherecn
i [^f i

KHuFn&. Figure 4 shows the squared moduli of
coefficient,ucn

i u2, for resonancesF0
(222) andF0

(221) in the
case of v50.55. ResonancesF0

(222) and F0
(221) are

mainly composed ofuf0
KH,0&&, uf1

KH ,21&&, respectively, and
of continuum KH states. Here, we did not specify the con-
tents of continua for the sake of simplicity. For different
values ofa ranging from 0.0 to 5.0,uf0

KH,0&& and uf1
KH ,

21&& continue to be the main components ofF0
(222) and

F0
(221) , respectively. One can, thus, assign the resonances

F0
(222) and F0

(221) as uf0
KH,0&& and uf1

KH ,21&&, respec-
tively.

On the other hand, the resonance wave functions in the
normal gauge are complicated superpositions of various
photon-number states and the spatial eigenstates of the null-
field Hamiltonian. In order to discuss the complexity of reso-
nance wave function in different representations, we analyze
the effective number of statesn* given by Heller@35#:

n* 51/(
n,i

ucn
i u4. ~23!

Figure 5~a! shows the values ofn* for F0
(222) andF0

(221)

with changing laser intensity. The value ofn* is small and
depends only weakly on the laser intensity in the KH repre-
sentation, while it rapidly increases with the laser intensity in
the null-field state representation. It is worth noting that the
KH states work as a good basis even in the domain of such
low frequency asv50.55.

In the case of\v50.45 @Fig. 5~b!#, the value ofn* is
slightly larger than that in the case of\v50.55. However,
the main component is still alive with dignity in the KH
representation, and one can give the same assignment again
for resonance poles, i.e.,F0

(222) and F0
(221) as uf0

KH,0&&

FIG. 4. The laser-intensity dependence of the fraction of the KH
basis states in the resonance wave functionsF0

(222) andF0
(221) .

FIG. 5. The laser-intensity dependence of the effective number
of states involved in the resonance wave functionsF0

(222) and
F0

(221) . Solid and dotted curves indicateF0
(221) and F0

(222) ,
respectively. The signaturesA andN indicate the KH and null-field
state representations, respectively.~a! The case ofv50.55, and~b!
v50.45.
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and uf1
KH ,21&&, respectively. In short, both the resonances

F0
(222) andF0

(221) are interpretable as KH states.

C. Origin of the LIS from the point of view of KH states

As seen in Sec. III,F0
(221) and F0

(221) are LIS’s for
\v50.55 and 0.45, respectively. According to the above dis-
cussion, these LIS’s are assigned touf1

KH ,21&& and
uf0

KH,0&&, respectively. In the case of\v50.55, the LIS
F0

(221) is interpretable as a resonance resulting from a new
KH bound statef1

KH formed by the deformation of the KH
potential with increasing laser intensity.

In the case of\v50.45, the LISF0
(222) has a character

of the KH ground statef0
KH whena>0.8. The circumstance

is not simple becausef0
KH is not a newly formed state but a

state that already exists in the limit of null field. It is caused
by the shift of the branch expressing the LIS at one-photon
threshold. In this case, the LIS formation is not explicable by
the deformation of the KH potential, and should be consid-
ered as a shadow pole of the original bound state at most.

D. Mixing of resonance states at encounter and switch
of pole trajectories

The encounter and switch of trajectories observed in Fig.
2 should be reflected in the component of resonance eigen-
vectors. In the case of\v50.35 and 0.325@Figs. 2~a! and
2~b!#, resonance stateF0

(222) is approximately represented
as uf0

KH,0&& again. Figure 6~a! shows the change in the frac-
tion of uf0

KH,0&& contained inF0
(222) and F12

(222) with
changing laser intensity (2.4,a,2.8) in the case of\v
50.35. One can see that the component inF12

(222) reaches
the maximum exactly at the encounter of pole trajectories
(a52.6), while the component inF0

(222) has the minimum
at the same value ofa. It indicates that resonancesF0

(222)

andF12
(222) undergo mixing, which comes to the maximum

whena52.6. Figure 6~b! shows the case of\v50.325. The
figure demonstrates that resonance statesF0

(222) and
F12

(222) exchange their characters with each other ata
52.6. Namely, the change in topology of pole trajectories
observed in Fig. 2~b! is interpretable as a kind of avoided
crossing between pole trajectories, and the exchange of the
character of resonance states underlies it.

V. PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRA

Since the LIS is resonance state, it can be observed in
photoelectron spectra. We calculate photoelectron spectra in
intense laser fields, and discuss experimental detectability of
the LIS. The photoelectron spectrum is expressed as the sum
of transition probabilities from an initial stateuf i&& to final
Volkov statesup8,n&& with various momentap8 and photon
numbersn:

P~Ef !}(
n

1

up8u
u ^̂ p8,nu„V2~Ef !…

†uf i&&u2, ~24!

where

Ef5
p82

2
1n\v, ~25!

V1(E) is the wave operator,

„V2~Ef !…
†511VG†~Ef !, ~26!

andV is the interaction Hamiltonian with the complex scal-
ing,

V5HA2
p2

2
5(

l ,m
E E dp9dp-e22iuup9,l &&

3U@~p-2p9!e2 iu#Jl 2m@a~p-2p9!e2 iu#^̂ p-,mu.

~27!

By employing the acceleration gauge, the Volkov state
up8,n&& has a simple form,

up8,n&&5d~p2p8! ^ un&. ~28!

We consider the case of sudden excitation, and the initial
stateuf i&& can be written as

uf i&&5(
j

uF j&&^̂ F j ufb,0&&[(
j

uF j&&cj , ~29!

FIG. 6. The laser-intensity dependence of the fraction of
uf0

KH,0& in the resonance wave functionsF0
(222) andF12

(222) . ~a!
The case ofv50.35 ~encounter!, and~b! v50.325~switch!.
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where fb is the wave function of the bound state of the
null-field Hamiltonian andcj[^̂ F j ufb,0&&. The outgoing-
boundary Green functionG1(Ef) can be approximated by
the spectral decomposition of the complex-scaled Floquet
Hamiltonian@37#:

G1~Ef !5 lim
e→10

1

Ef2HF~p,t !1 i e
;(

i

uF i&&^̂ F i u
Ef2Ei

.

~30!

By using the orthogonality of Floquet eigenvectors, one fi-
nally obtains

P~Ef !}(
n

1

upu U(j
cjS ^̂ p8,nuF j&&1

^̂ p8,nuVuF j&&
p82

2
1n\v2Ej

D U2

.

~31!

The explicit expressions for the matrix elements^̂ p8,nuF j&&
and ^̂ p8,nuVuF j&& are obtained by decomposinguF j&& into
the photon-number statesF j

n(p),

uF j&&5 (
n52`

`

un&F j
n~p!. ~32!

Using Eqs.~27!, ~28!, and ~32!, one obtains the following
expressions:

^̂ p8,nuF j&&5F j
n~p8! ~33!

and

^̂ p8,nuVuF j&&5(
m

E dp9e22iuU@~p92p8!e2 iu#Jn2m

3@a~p92p8!e2 iu#F j
m~p9!. ~34!

Figure 7 shows the photoelectron spectra calculated using
Eqs. ~31!, ~33!, and ~34! for a51.0 and three different fre-
quencies,v51.0, 0.55, and 0.45. The spectra exhibit two
progressions of peaks having the spacing of\v. Each pro-
gression is ascribed to the above-threshold ionization. The
number above each peak denotes the number of absorbed
quanta\v before ionization. It should be noted that it is
impossible to exactly determine the absorbed photon num-
bers because of following two reasons:~i! The photon num-
ber discussed here is defined in the acceleration gauge, and is
different from that in the normal gauge; and~ii ! the reso-
nance states in intense laser fields are a superposition of vari-
ous photon-number states.

In Fig. 7 one can see the peaks assigned to the LIS in all
the spectra, and the contribution from the LIS appears most
clearly in the case of\v50.55;E0 . This observation is
interpreted by the following reasoning. Equation~31! indi-
cates that the magnitude of contribution from the LIS is gov-
erned by the overlap integral,cLIS , between the initial state
ufb,0&& and resonancesuFLIS&&. In order to observe the LIS,
one needs to choose a condition so as to give a large value of
overlap. In high-frequency conditions such asv51.0, the
origin of LIS’s is not a shadow of the original bound state
but a virtual state as was discussed by Fearnside, Potvliege,

and Shakeshaft@28#. The LIS’s originating from a virtual
state have no relation with the original bound state, and the
overlap integral between them is expected to be small. On
the other hand, under the condition of\v;E0 , the LIS’s
originate from the shadow pole of the original bound state. In
such a case, unlessa is very large, the wave functions of
LIS’s should be similar to that of the original bound state,
and the overlap integral should be large. The calculated val-
ues of ucLISu are 0.3715, 0.7336, and 0.6945 in the case of
a51.0 and\v51.0, 0.55, and 0.45, respectively. These val-
ues confirm the trend derived by the above argument. The
small contribution of the LIS in the case of\v51.0 results
from the small value of overlap. On the other hand, the value
of cLIS in the case of\v50.45 is comparable to that in the
case of\v50.55, but the contribution of the LIS in the case
of \v50.45 is also small. The following reason underlies it.
The broad background signals in the region of low photo-
electron energy are contribution from the direct ionization
described by first term̂̂ p8,nuF j&& in Eq. ~31!, and is found
to be more intense in the lower frequency. In the case of
\v50.45,E0 @Fig. 7~c!#, the background is more intense.
Moreover, the LIS is switched fromF0

(221) to F0
(222) ,

and the latter has a very large width. The interference be-
tween the background and broad resonance occurs, and the
detection of the LIS peak becomes difficult. In conclusion,

FIG. 7. Simulated photoelectron spectra for the cases withv
51.0, 0.55, and 0.45.
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the LIS is most clearly detectable if one uses the intense laser
with the photon energy slightly larger thanE0 .

VI. CONCLUSION

On the basis of the complex-scaled Floquet theory, we
analyzed metastable states of model atom in intense laser
fields. We concentrate on the condition for the formation of
LIS’s and its detectability. In the literature, the formation of
LIS’s has been discussed on the basis of the KH picture,
which is valid only in the case of high frequency. However,
the present study showed that LIS’s exist even in the low-
frequency intense fields, where the KH picture is not neces-
sarily valid. The resonance wave functions are found to al-
low the assignment on the basis of KH states even in the case
of \v,E0 . However, the formation of LIS’s is not expli-
cable by the KH potential when\v,E0 . This suggests that

the formation of LIS’s is independent of the goodness of the
KH picture and ubiquitous for a wide range of laser fre-
quency. From the behavior of pole trajectories on the com-
plex energy plane, we found that the origins of LIS’s are
shadow poles of the original bound state when\v<E0 .
When the origin of the LIS is shadow pole anda is relatively
small, the LIS gives rise to an intense peak in photoelectron
spectra.
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